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ENERGY CONVERSION

Time : 3 Hours] [Maximum Marks : 100

Before answering the question-paper candidates

should ensure that they have been supplied to correct

and complete question-paper. No complaint, in this

regard, will be entertained after the examination.

Note : Attempt any Five questions. Use of Mollier

diagram and stream tables is allowed.

1. Explain with neat sketches the working of

boiler mountings and accessories. 20
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analysis : C = 80%, H2 = 5%, O2 = 6% and

the remaining was incombustible matter. If the

rise in temperature of flue gases is 350ºC.

Calculate : 20

(a) Mass of air supplied/kg. of fuel

(b) Heat carried by excess air and products

of combustion

(c) Heat lost due to incomplete combustion.
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2. (a) Discuss in brief boiler performance

parameters. 10

(b) Explain in brief governing of steam

turbines. 10

3. In a simple impulse turbine, the steam velocity

at inlet is 500 m/s. The blade speed is 150

m/sec. The nozzle angle is 15º. Determine the

inlet blade angle. If there is a frictional drop

of 8% in the relative velocity at outlet and if

the outlet blade angle is 2º more than the

angle at inlet determine the power developed

and the axial thrust for a flow rate of 10 kg/

min. 20

4. Determine the throat and exist area for a steam

nozzle designed to discharge steam at the rate

of 0.25 kg/s. The steam enters the nozzle at

10 bar and 250ºC and the exist pressure is 2

bar. Neglect inlet velocity and assume

isentropic expansion which follows the law

pv1.3 = const. 20

5. Discuss the effect of operating conditions on

the performance of Ranking cycle. 20

6. (a) Discuss the role of condenser in a stream

power plant. Compare between jet and

surface condensers. 10

(b) Explain the terms vacuum efficiency and

condenser efficiency. What are different

sources of air leakage ? 10

7. Air is to be compressed from 1 bar to 16 bar

in a two-stage compressor. Determine the

percentage reduction in the work required for

compressing 1 m3 of air when two-stage

compression with perfect inter-cooling is used.

Also determine the reduction in the delivery

temperature. Inlet temperature is 25ºC. The

law for the compression in both stages is

pv1.32 = constant. 20

8. The flue gase by volume in a boiler trial was :

CO2 = 10%; CO = 1.5%, O2 = 8.5% and N2

= 20%. The burnt fuel had the gravimetric
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